Austin Lane Technologies Redefining The Time Entry Market
Denton, TX – (March 3, 2017) – Austin Lane Technologies, Inc. today announced the worldwide release of the new
ALMobile™ Grid Time Entry™. With customers across North America and 20 plus years as the leaders in field time
tracking software, Austin Lane continues to design new features that help customers capture paperless time entry
data – and now in a grid format.
“We are thrilled to be adding the Grid Time Entry to our ALMobile line-up. We are confident that this new design
will expedite performance for foremen entering crews’ time.” said Austin Beaty, President of Austin Lane. “Whether
it’s looking at mobile time entry compliance, tracking equipment, or controlling time of subcontractors, customers
want to work with us as their enterprise experts. This new product was developed in a collaborative effort with our
broad base of customers.” Beaty said.
ALMobile’s Grid Time Entry combines newly designed grid style data capture and at-a-glance reporting with the
expected state-of-the-art ALMobile features, making daily time entry simple for individuals or crews. This new
addition works on all devices with seamless integration with the primary ERP.
“Customers describe our newest feature as the world’s best, full function grid entry solution for a time tracking
product.” said sales manager, Kirk Pierce. “We are in the business of assisting our clients’ complete projects more
quickly and more profitably. This product achieves results from the outset.” Pierce said.
This feature is now available with the purchase of ALMobile. A demonstration can be arranged by setting up an
online webinar with Austin Lane sales team.
About Austin Lane Technologies
Founded in 1999, Denton, TX based Austin Lane Technologies is the leading Mobile Software provider for Job Site
Intelligence software. With a storied history of innovation, ALMobile offers the most advanced, comprehensive
mobile solutions for time tracking and project management. ALMobile collects and delivers real-time job site data
and turns it immediately into valuable, actionable information. Designed to streamline business processes and
increase enterprise-wide efficiencies, ALMobile integrates seamlessly with every major accounting system, providing
timely information to bring projects in ahead of schedule and under budget.
Austin Lane’s ALMobile serves the Construction, Environmental, Industrial, Oil & Gas, Rail, and Power Industries.
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